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CABERNET FRANC
E S T A T E

THE WINE | The 2020 DAOU Estate Cabernet Franc shows how this classic 
Bordeaux variety excels on DAOU Mountain, where our calcareous-clay soils are reminiscent 
of Bordeaux’s Right Bank. An alluring nose of blackberry, currant and crème de cassis is 
underscored by sweet cocoa, sage, pencil shavings and a touch of clove. Subtle notes of raspberry 
and candy apple add lift to the aroma profile. A luscious, silky mouthfeel delivers flavors of 
kirsch, pomegranate, wild cherry and cranberry with nuances of dark chocolate, licorice and 
allspice. Exceptional balance results in a smooth, lengthy finish with integrated tannins and 
trailing impressions of juicy plum and raspberry.

THE VINTAGE | DAOU Estate wines showcase the visionary talent of 
Winemaker Daniel Daou and the unrivaled terroir of DAOU Mountain. These wines come from 
the mountain’s finest vineyard blocks and are made with the utmost passion, investment and 
intention. The 2020 growing season began on a dry note, followed by much-needed rains in 
April that replenished the soils and set the stage for healthy canopy growth. Conditions through 
mid- summer remained mild and  steady,  with  the  exception  of  a  rare  August  thunderstorm.  
Subsequent  heat  waves  and  distant  wildfires put DAOU Mountain to the test heading into 
harvest, yet despite the challenges the 2020 vintage produced some of the most complex wines 
yet.

DAOU FAMILY ESTATES | Family owned and operated, DAOU 
Family Estates is committed to producing collectible, world-class wines to rival the most 
respected appellations in the world. Situated on a 212-acre hilltop estate in the Adelaida 
District of Paso Robles, our remarkable geology, favorable microclimate, and high elevation 
were once described by renowned California winemaker André Tchelistcheff as “a jewel of 
ecological elements.” As stewards of this beautiful terroir, DAOU’s goal is to make unique fine 
wines that honestly and accurately reflect the potential of the Estate and to craft Bordeaux style 
wines that combine Old World tradition with New World techniques. 

VARIETALS | 81.9% Cabernet Franc, 18.1% Cabernet Sauvignon

BARREL AGING | 21 months in 100% new French oak

ALCOHOL | 14.7%
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